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Abstract

This clinical trial evaluated a contingency management intervention designed to improve medication adherence among HIV-positive methadone maintenance patients. After a 4-week baseline observation phase, eligible participants (N = 66) were randomly assigned to: (a) medication coaching sessions every other week to assist with adherence strategies (comparison group) or (b) medication coaching plus voucher reinforcement for opening electronic medication caps on time (voucher group). Baseline adherence (percent doses taken/percent total possible doses) was 51% using electronic measurement, 75% using self-report and 75% using pill count. The intervention was provided for 12 weeks, with a 4-week follow-up. The primary outcome results of the clinical trial indicated effectiveness during the intervention, with significant mean adherence differences between voucher and comparison groups using electronic measurement (78% vs. 56%), pill count (86% vs. 75%), and self-report (87% vs. 69%). Differences between groups faded after vouchers were discontinued. Contingency management shows promise as a strategy to promote antiretroviral medication adherence in this population.
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1. Introduction

Research has demonstrated that HIV-positive substance users have difficulty adhering to complex highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART) regimens, particularly when they are actively using substances (Batki and Ferrando, 1996; Freeman et al., 1996; Fogarty et al., 2002). Cocaine use is associated with a 41% decline in median antiretroviral adherence and is a strong predictor of failure to maintain viral load (Arnsten et al., 2002). Golin et al. (2002) found that active substance and alcohol users take significantly fewer doses of HAART medication than substance-free clients. Similarly, Gebo et al. (2003) showed drug users are more than twice as likely to be non-adherent to antiretroviral regimens as non-drug users.

A considerable clinical need exists to assist substance users in taking HIV medications on time and as directed. Adherence to HAART has been associated with relative improvements in immunologic and virologic markers (Low-Beer et al., 2000; Paterson et al., 2001), increased body weight (Shikuma et al., 2004), and less rapid progression to Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome (AIDS; Bangsberg et al., 2001). Despite the seriousness of problems related to nonadherence, empirical studies on HAART adherence interventions for HIV-positive substance users are lacking (Simoni et al., 2005).

A significant body of work indicates that contingency management is an effective treatment for patients with substance use disorders, including those receiving methadone treatment (for example, Hall et al., 1977; Higgins et al., 1986; Calsyn et al., 1994). Voucher-based contingency management helps patients achieve and maintain abstinence from drugs by providing a voucher incentive for each drug-free urine sample. The voucher has monetary value and can be exchanged for goods and services consistent with the goals of treatment. Initially the value of the vouchers is low, but the value increases with the number of consecutive drug-free urine specimens. This approach has been successful with methadone maintenance patients in
encouraging sustained abstinence from cocaine (Silverman et al., 1996a; Silverman et al., 2004) and opiates (Silverman et al., 1996b) as well as increasing full-day attendance at treatment (Jones et al., 2001).

For patients who have difficulty taking medications as directed, contingency management strategies can be used to promote adherence. Previous studies show improved isoniazid (INH) compliance with tuberculosis treatment (Elk et al., 1993, 1995) by dispensing methadone contingent upon INH ingestion. Similarly, Bickel et al. (1988-89) reported on a contingency management program for alcohol-dependent patients in which continuation in methadone treatment was contingent upon daily disulfiram ingestion. Several studies have shown efficacy with opioid-dependent patients using voucher incentives to reinforce naltrexone ingestion (Carroll et al., 2001; Carroll et al., 2002; Preston et al., 1999). Contingency management may also be an efficacious intervention for substance-using HIV patients with poor HAART compliance.

The first published investigation of contingency management to improve adherence to HAART medications (Rigsby et al., 2000) was a pilot that compared three conditions: control training (i.e., encouragement), cue-dose training (i.e., identifying cues) and cue-dose training plus cash reinforcement. This randomized, controlled study (N = 55) tracked adherence using the Medication Events Monitoring System (MEMS). MEMS is an electronic monitor that registers the openings and closings of a medication bottle by using a cap containing a micro-electronic circuit. Events stored in the MEMS cap memory are transferred through a desktop communicator to a computer program that reads and stores the data, calculates results, presents visual displays, and prints reports based on patient data. In this study reinforcement was based on one “primary” medication placed in the MEMS bottle, and patients were encouraged to cue other medications to this one. Cash reinforcement was given to participants at weekly meetings for each dose of the
primary medication taken within 2 hours of the prescribed dosing time. Reinforcement began at $2 per dose and increased with each consecutive dose to a maximum of $10 per day (possible earnings = $280 for 4 weeks). The reinforcement was reset to $2 if a dose was not taken within 2 hours of the set dosing time. Study results demonstrated that the group receiving cue-dose training plus monetary reinforcement had significantly higher adherence during the intervention period compared to the other two groups. The mean adherence in the reinforced group increased from 70% at baseline to 88% at week 1. The authors suggest that this rapid improvement was due to the motivating effect of reinforcement rather than new skill acquisition from cue-dose training. Four weeks of contingency management resulted in an average of 92% of doses taken on time in comparison with 70% in the non-contingency management controls. These adherence improvements were not sustained during the follow-up period, and the study did not show an effect of improved adherence on viral load. The study demonstrated the feasibility and efficacy of behavioral strategies for improving HAART adherence among HIV-positive clients using an electronic method to measure adherence.

In the present study we adapted the use of voucher-based contingency management to reinforce taking HAART medications as prescribed. This research represents a novel application of contingency management as the first reported study to apply the use of voucher incentives to HIV medication adherence. We posited that, relative to a comparison group, participants randomly assigned to receive voucher-based contingency management would show better medication adherence (measured by MEMS cap openings, pill count, and self-report), as well as relative improvement in biological and behavioral measures of health (HIV-RNA levels, CD4+ count, and self-report).
2. Methods

The current study was a two-arm randomized controlled experiment that included a 4-week baseline phase, a 12-week intervention phase in which participants were randomized to receive or not receive voucher incentives, and a 4-week follow-up phase.

2.1. Participants

Participants were recruited between April 2001 and March 2004 from among HIV-positive patients enrolled in methadone maintenance treatment at two urban clinics in San Francisco, California: The San Francisco General Hospital Opiate Treatment Outpatient Program (OTOP) and Bay Area Addiction Research and Treatment (BAART), Market Street Clinic. OTOP, a hospital-based program supported by the San Francisco Department of Public Health, provides substance abuse, medical, and psychiatric treatment to approximately 600 opioid-dependent patients. Nearly 33% of OTOP patients are HIV-positive. BAART, a private network of twelve clinics in five California counties, offers substance abuse treatment and medical care. The BAART Market Street Clinic provides services to 600 patients, with 10% diagnosed as HIV-positive. Research records were not revealed to clinic staff – for example results of urine toxicology screens were not shared with the drug treatment program so that participation in the research would not affect the patient’s level of clinic privileges.

2.1.1. Inclusion and exclusion criteria. All participants met the following criteria for study participation: (a) enrolled in outpatient methadone maintenance treatment, (b) HIV antibody seropositive as indicated by clinic records, and (c) prescribed an antiretroviral medication for treatment of HIV/AIDS for at least 1 month, evidenced by prescription or prescription bottle. Participants were excluded from the study if they were: (a) participating in other adherence-improvement research or clinical programs or (b) living in a controlled environment that
dispensed residents’ HIV medications. Although it was not an inclusion criterion, all of the study participants were on twice-daily HAART dosing regimens.

The University of California, San Francisco Institutional Review Board approved all study procedures. A recruitment flyer was distributed to clinics and counselors, who encouraged interested patients to contact the research staff. Research staff met with potential participants in a private room and administered a screening form assessing whether inclusion/exclusion criteria were met.

After screening, the research interviewer administered a written informed consent process, explaining that throughout the study, medication adherence results would not be given to the methadone clinic staff. The intake assessment battery was then administered, and in a second session the participant completed a diagnostic research interview, typically within 1 week of intake. Participants were told that after four weeks they would learn whether or not they could continue in the study based on information gained in the first four weeks in the study.

2.2. 4-week baseline phase

After study intake procedures, participants were enrolled in a 4-week baseline observation phase to record adherence to HAART medications, in preparation for the clinical trial.

2.2.1. Assignment of electronic medication-cap (MEMS Cap). At the beginning of the baseline phase participants received a standard plastic vial with a MEMS cap for one of their HAART medications (e.g., protease inhibitor, nucleoside analog reverse transcriptase inhibitor, or non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor). For patients taking multiple medications, the one with the most frequent pill-taking schedule or the one that was determined as most difficult to take was selected as the target. Patients were told that the cap would register the date and time when the bottle was opened and serve as a measure of adherence. When the MEMS data were
downloaded to the computer, patients were given feedback on their adherence over the past week by viewing a printed copy of their results.

2.2.2. Medication coaching. All participants met with a registered nurse or trained research assistant who provided medication coaching once during the baseline phase and then every two weeks throughout the study. The research assistant communicated current adherence to the medication coach by providing a hard copy of MEMS data. The medication coaching intervention included 10 strategies to improve adherence and was adapted from an approach used in the Adult AIDS Clinical Trials Group (AACTG; Chesney, 2003). The role of the medication coach was to provide support with the medication regimen and to work in partnership with the client to improve medication adherence. The medication coach assessed current antiretroviral medications prescribed for the patient and generated a personalized schedule, taking into account lifestyle variations in sleep and eating patterns. As a general guideline, the baseline meeting assessed the client’s current medication-taking habits, whereas sessions in the intervention phase built skills needed for improved medication adherence, and the follow-up meetings promoted future adherence. A treatment manual (Haug et al., in press) describes the medication coaching and other interventions of the study.

2.2.3. Twice-weekly assessments with research assistants. During baseline, participants met with a research assistant twice per week to provide results of medication-cap openings. The visits were scheduled to coincide with the patient’s methadone dosing days. At each session the patient had an opportunity to view the display of medication-cap openings recorded since the last visit with the research assistant. The first interview of the week lasted 10-15 minutes per client and involved downloading information on medication-cap opening, counting pills remaining in the patient’s prescription bottle, and asking patients to provide self-report of medication adherence and side effects. The second appointment of the week simply downloaded information
on medication-cap openings and usually lasted no more than 5 minutes. At the end of the 4-week baseline phase the research assistant assessed the participant’s interest in continuing in the clinical trial phase of the study, reassessed eligibility criteria, and recruited eligible participants.

2.2.4. Selection for clinical trial and random assignment. At the end of the 4-week baseline phase the study team reviewed the patients’ eligibility for the intervention phase of the study. Participants were not eligible for the clinical trial if their records indicated more than 80% medication adherence during the baseline phase, as measured by the medication-cap openings. Participants who were not eligible due to high adherence rates were thanked for their participation and debriefed about the study. This exclusion criterion was implemented to generalize to the population that a clinic would want to target for an adherence intervention and to avoid ceiling effects that could unduly minimize the effects of the intervention. In debriefing we tactfully explained if they were excluded from the clinical trial because of their high medication adherence rates. For the excluded participants the medication coach provided additional referral resources for help and support in taking their medication. Ethically it was incumbent on the investigators to explain why they were ineligible for the intervention. Most participants excluded due to high rates of medication-bottle opening were disappointed about not being able to participate in the remainder of the study, but they accepted the rationale. It is possible that disappointment of these participants negatively affected clinic recruitment or promoted low rates of medication bottle-opening among participants motivated to get into the clinical trial phase of the study. Yet no data indicated that clinic recruitment in later phases of the study was affected negatively by the exclusion of participants after the baseline period.

Eligible participants were randomly assigned to receive vouchers or a comparison intervention (medication coaching only) according to a computer-generated list. Assignment was stratified by baseline CD4 lymphocyte count (i.e., greater than or equal to 200 cells/UL
versus less than 200 cells/UL) because more medically compromised patients were likely to have more severe medical problems during the study. The research assistant opened a sealed envelope of intervention group assignments generated by the project statistician.

2.3. 12-week intervention phase

During the intervention phase, each participant met twice weekly with a research assistant, for a total of 24 visits. All participants received medication coaching every two weeks.

2.3.1. Voucher intervention. In addition to receiving medication coaching, participants in the voucher intervention condition who opened medication caps as scheduled received vouchers that were exchangeable for goods and services in the community. MEMS confirmed when the medication cap was opened, and participants earned a voucher for each instance that the medication cap was opened within 2 hours plus or minus the scheduled dosing time. On Day 1 each participant could earn up to $1 per day (e.g., $.50 per dose for medications taken twice daily). If the cap was not opened within the scheduled timeframe, a voucher was not earned for that dose. A key feature of the protocol was that the value of a voucher increased for each consecutive day that medication bottle openings were on time but was reset to the original amount when the medication bottle was not opened on time for a scheduled dose. In the first five days the participant had opportunity to earn $1.40 more with each successive day if all doses were taken as scheduled.

Our consultant Kenneth Silverman, an expert in voucher incentive systems, suggested this quick ramping-up of the reinforcement value as a strategy to quickly promote consistent opening of the medication bottles. From Day 6 on, the increase for taking all doses within schedule was $.20 per day (from $7.00 for Day 7 to $7.20 for Day 8, etc.). This relative flattening of the reinforcement curve was intended to keep the total available reinforcement close to the $1155 used in previous studies (Silverman et al. 1996a, b). On any day a participant did not take a dose
on schedule, the earnings level reset to $1 per day, and the value of subsequent vouchers increased as in the schedule beginning on Day 2. After two weeks of perfect adherence, the highest level previously earned could be reinstated. The time period required for reinstatement was also designed to be the same as that used in previous studies, on which the present study based its voucher values. Silverman’s group collected urine specimens three times a week, while our study measured adherence twice daily. Thus the time-course for a reset was the same, but the number of consecutive compliances was much higher in our study (28 consecutive on-time openings of bottles versus 6 consecutive opiate-free urine samples). A participant could earn as much as $1172.40 in vouchers if he/she took all medication doses as scheduled through the 12-week intervention period.

2.3.2. Comparison intervention. Patients in the comparison condition received medication coaching every other week like the voucher participants, but they did not receive vouchers. Several of the first eight comparison participants, however, expressed dissatisfaction with their treatment relative to the voucher participants. Two participants discontinued study participation because, even though they were receiving compensation for attending study visits and assessments, they were not receiving voucher compensation. To promote retention in the comparison group the project implemented a fishbowl prize system described by Petry and Martin (2002), which reinforced attendance at scheduled interviews. The fishbowl was not tied to adherence or other study outcomes but rather targeted attendance at research appointments and medication coach sessions.

The fishbowl prize system awarded small ($1-$2) and large prizes (approximately $80). For each completed research visit, the participant had the opportunity to pick a number from the fishbowl. Participants had a 1 in 3 chance of winning a small prize (snacks, soaps, lotions, nutritional drinks, socks, etc.) and a 1 in 350 chance of winning a large prize. As part of
implementing the fishbowl prize system, the researchers polled participants to determine their preference for prizes, and during the study participants were asked what prizes they wanted to have replenished. Comparison group attendance improved after we implemented the fishbowl prize system (Veluz et al., 2003). Specifically, the attrition rate dropped from 25% to 0%, and the total number of missed interviews decreased from an average of 4.38 to 0.47.

2.4. 4-week follow-up phase

During the 4-week follow-up phase, vouchers were discontinued, but visits with the medication coach continued. All participants continued to meet with the research assistant and download MEMS results. To promote retention in both study groups, the fishbowl reinforcement system continued in weeks 17-20 in the comparison group and was initiated in the voucher group, rewarding participants' attendance to research visits with the opportunity to draw a number from a bowl of small and large prizes.

2.5. Self-report measures

2.5.1. Addiction Severity Index (ASI). The ASI is a semi-structured clinical interview that measures psychosocial problems in seven domains of functioning: medical, employment, alcohol, drug, legal, family/social and psychiatric (McLellan et al., 1992).

2.5.2. Beck Depression Inventory–II (BDI-II). The BDI-II is a widely used, 21-item measure of severity of depressive symptoms in the past 2 weeks (Beck et al., 1996).

2.5.3. Computerized Diagnostic Interview Schedule–IV (C-DIS). The C-DIS is a structured interview yielding diagnoses according to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (4th edition; DSM-IV; American Psychiatric Association, 1994). The current study administered only the Mood and Substance Abuse/ Dependence Modules (Robins et al., 1995).
2.6. Medication adherence measures

2.6.1. Medication Event Monitoring System V TrackCap (MEMS Cap). MEMS is a measure of medication adherence that uses a medication cap containing a microelectronic chip to record bottle opening dates and times (Aprex, Inc.). These data are downloaded to a computer using PowerView software (Aardex Ltd.) that stores the information in a database. In this study, we monitored one selected HAART medication as the primary outcome measure of adherence, as research has shown it to be more sensitive than other methods (Arnsten et al., 2001; McNabb et al., 2003). On-time MEMS cap openings were expressed as the percentage of scheduled dosing times when the cap was opened “on-time,” defined as taking place in a 4-hour window (2 hours before or after) around the scheduled dosage time, that is, percent observed openings/percent expected openings. We used MEMS records to calculate on-time openings (i.e., adherence) and the longest documented days of continuous on-time openings (i.e., continuous adherence) because continuous adherence to medications is important to suppressing viral load and avoiding the development of drug resistance.

2.6.2. Medication adherence and side effects questionnaire. Adapted from AACTG Adherence Instruments (Chesney et al., 2000), this questionnaire is a self-report of patient’s adherence for the previous day and the past 3 days for each medication in the current regimen. The measure also includes questions about medication side effects and was administered weekly throughout the study. The mean value of the weekly 3-day measurements was used in the analysis for each study phase.

2.6.3. Pill count. Pills were counted for the one selected HAART medication at baseline to reflect the initial stock, then weekly to track adherence, and after refills to account for new pills added to the bottle. We calculated the number of pills taken (difference between current and previous pill count), which was divided by the number of pills the patient was expected to take
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based on their prescribed regimen. In the few cases where the calculation exceeded 100% (9% of all the weekly assessments in the voucher condition and 10% in the comparison condition), it was capped at 100%. This practice is consistent with other studies using pill count as an outcome measure (Bangsberg et al., 2002). Percent adherence over each study phase was used in the analysis.

2.7. Health indices.

2.7.1. Medical outcomes study short-form (SF-36). The SF-36 is a 36-item self-administered instrument that evaluates health-related quality of life in eight dimensions, including: physical functioning, role functioning, bodily pain, general health, vitality, social functioning, mental health, and reported health transition (Ware, 1996). It provides two summary measures; a Mental Health Summary Scale and a Physical Health Summary Scale, which were utilized as the primary outcome measures of self-reported health. The SF-36 was administered monthly (baseline, weeks 4, 8, 12, 16, and 20).

2.7.2. Plasma HIV-1 RNA (viral load). Viral load was quantified from monthly blood draws using the Quantiplex bDNA Assay Version 3.0 (Bayer Corp), which has a dynamic range of 75 - 500,000 copies/ml. Because viral load results typically are widely variable, we present raw results and log-10 transformed values. A decrease of at least .5 in log10 viral load is considered consistent with improvement and not within the range of lab error.

2.7.3. CD4+ lymphocyte counts. CD4, a type of white blood cells or T-cells vital to immune function, was obtained at baseline, weeks 12 and 20 from blood samples sent to the hematology section of San Francisco General Hospital clinical laboratories. HIV infection leads to a progressive reduction in the number of T-cells with CD4 receptors, and the CD4 count is used as a staging indicator for treatment decisions. When there are fewer than 200 CD4+ T-cells per microliter (µL) of blood, a person is diagnosed with AIDS.
2.7.4. Weight. Weight was measured in pounds on a physician mechanical balance beam scale at baseline and at 20-week follow-up.

2.7.5. Drug use. Urine specimens were collected monthly and analyzed by Quest Diagnostics, Inc. using Enzyme Multiplied Immunoassay Technique (EMIT), and positive screens were re-analyzed using Thin-layer Chromatography (TLC). Reported results included alcohol, amphetamines, barbiturates, benzodiazepines, cannabinoids, cocaine, and opiates; however, due to low frequencies of positive tests for most substances only cocaine and opiates were analyzed in the current report.

2.8. Monetary compensation

All participants were compensated for completing scheduled assessments and other research activities: $10 for baseline assessments; $10 for the C-DIS; $8 for MEMS cap assignment; $2 for each twice-weekly download interviews (40 interviews); $2 for each weekly survey interview (20 interviews); $2 for each medication coach visit (10 visits); $10 for each monthly blood draw (6 blood draws); $3 for each monthly urine sample (6 urine samples); and $10 for final return of the MEMS cap. The maximum amount paid to participants was $256.00.

2.9. Data analysis

2.9.1. Models tested. As the primary focus was average levels of medication adherence within study phase, and to accommodate both missing data and data collected on differing schedules, for adherence measures from instruments collected weekly or more (MEMS, self-report, pill count), a single measure (per phase) was constructed by taking the mean of all assessments within each of the baseline, intervention, and follow-up phases. Measures assessed only monthly (i.e., SF-36, plasma HIV-1 RNA levels, urine toxicology screens) and CD4 counts, assessed only three times, were not averaged across assessment points. The main analysis was a mixed-effects linear model estimated via maximum likelihood by Proc MIXED in SAS version 9.1.3 with
treatment condition, assessment phase and the interaction of the two as effects in the model using the Kenward-Roger's adjustment to the degrees of freedom (Kenward and Roger, 1997). The treatment condition term in the model tested the mean difference between the conditions, collapsed across time. The phase term tested for change in the outcome over time, collapsed across group. The interaction term, the test of primary interest, tested whether the change across phases differed between the conditions. The viral RNA level, which displayed both an abundance of values below the level of detection and skew in the detected levels, was tested using a two-part model (Tooze et al., 2002) where one of the parts modeled the presence versus absence of detectable viral levels and the second part modeled the mean of the log-transformed values of those levels above detection. This model was estimated twice, once using all assessment points as an outcome and a second time using the two baseline phase assessments (weeks 0 and 4) as covariates. Secondary analysis included an examination of side effects using standard two-group comparisons. In addition, we correlated viral load with adherence measures as increased adherence should eventually lead to a decreased viral load, an important health indicator.

2.9.2. Missing data. The amount of missing data was limited due to two factors. First, as noted in section 3.1.1, subject attrition was relatively low, with between 75% and 100% of subjects in each condition at each assessment providing data. Second, as data for the measures collected weekly or more (e.g., the MEMS cap and the self-reported adherence) were aggregated by study phase, an outcome measure could still be constructed even if a participant was not assessed at all weeks within a phase.

The use of aggregated data, however, raised the question of whether the amount of data aggregated varied by condition and whether the aggregated totals were based on small amounts of data. The amount of all possible data points available for aggregation did vary by measure
and condition. With the exception of the pill counts, the missing data was less than 10% in the voucher condition and less than 20% in the comparison condition. Individual pill counts in the comparison condition were missing at a greater rate (31% during the Baseline phase, 15% during the Intervention phase, and 26% during the Follow-up phase). No evidence was found that these differences biased the findings. Finally, using maximum likelihood estimation in statistical testing allowed for all collected data to be used in the analysis. Thus, data from all participants who started the intervention were used in the analysis.

3. Results

3.1. Cohort description

A total of 181 people were screened during a 31-month recruitment period. Out of those screened, 78 were ineligible. Reasons for ineligibility were: n = 7 did not have sufficient clinic records to indicate that they were HIV antibody seropositive, n = 36 were not being prescribed an antiretroviral medication for treatment of HIV/AIDS for at least one month, n = 9 were participating in other adherence-improvement research or clinical programs, n = 5 were living in a controlled environment that dispensed residents’ HIV medications and n = 21 were ineligible due to other reasons (i.e., too ill, incarcerated, psychiatric impairment). Among the 103 eligible clients, retention from eligibility to consent was 83%, with 86 people enrolling in the study and beginning the baseline phase. Of the 86 participants who began the baseline phase, 66 were randomized and began the intervention phase. Reasons for not being randomized are as follows: adherence greater than 80% (n = 8); illness (n = 1); not interested (n = 7); clinic discharge (n = 2); another adherence study (n = 1); physician recommendation (n = 1).

3.1.1. Subject attrition. Attrition from the study during the intervention and follow-up phases was minimal. For the analysis of the primary outcomes, 28 of 32 (87.5%) of the comparison condition and 32 of 34 (94%) of the voucher condition provided data. At the end of the follow-
up phase, the respective retention percentages were 81% and 91%. Of participants who dropped out of the intervention and follow-up phases, one was discharged from the methadone maintenance program, four dropped out due to group assignment or time commitment, two discontinued HAART medications, and two died.

3.1.2. Participant characteristics. A total of 66 study participants were randomized to the two treatment conditions; comparison (n = 32) and voucher (n = 34). Table 1 displays summary statistics of the participants at study intake. The majority were heterosexual men and women who were unemployed and had limited income, with an average age of 43 years and taking an average dose of 80 mg of methadone when they entered the study. The mean BDI-II score at baseline was 19.7 (SD = 11.05), indicative of moderate depression, and 32 of 63 (51%) assessed participants met the DSM-IV criteria for lifetime major depressive episode on the C-DIS. The ASI composite scores, reflecting a general measure of patient status in specific domains of function, indicated highest scores (i.e. more problems) in the medical, employment, and psychiatric areas. The most frequent antiretroviral medications prescribed to participants included nelfinavir, lopinavir, lamivudine and zidovudine combination, and nevirapine. Participants from the two methadone clinics were compared on the background characteristics listed in Table 1 revealing no differences; consequently the clinics were combined in outcome analyses. A previously published report examined gender differences of the sample and found that women did not differ from men on measures of adherence (Haug et al., 2005).

3.2. Primary outcomes

Means of the primary outcomes by phase and treatment condition are presented in Table 2 and Figures 1-4. Baseline comparisons on the measures listed in Table 1 indicated that the only difference between groups was marital status: the comparison group had more never married than the intervention group (44% versus 29%, respectively, p < .05).
3.2.1. Medication adherence. Results indicated clear improvement in medication adherence in the voucher group from baseline phase through the intervention phase. The mean percent of MEMS-cap adherence did not differ in the baseline period, (50% in voucher participants, 52% in comparison participants). During the intervention period the voucher participants averaged 78% MEMS-cap adherence, while the comparison participants showed 56%, \( p < .0001 \). Significant intervention condition-by-assessment interaction effects were found for all four of the adherence measures; MEMS-cap adherence (\( F(2, 187) = 5.11, p = .0069 \)), pill count adherence (\( F(2, 190) = 4.06, p = .0187 \)), self-reported adherence (\( F(2, 192) = 3.43, p = .0345 \)), and MEMS cap longest days of continuous adherence (\( F(2, 179) = 9.34, p = .0001 \)). As Figure 1 illustrates, adherence declined during the 4-week baseline. During the intervention phase (Weeks 5-16), the voucher participants quickly exceeded the comparison condition in their on-time MEMS-cap openings, and they continued through the 12-week intervention. During the follow-up phase, the voucher reinforcement was discontinued, and the groups converged again. During the follow-up period, the voucher participants averaged 66% on-time openings, which represented considerable improvement over the baseline phase, but was not significantly different from the non-voucher participants 53%. \( p = .07 \).

Voucher participants could have earned $1172.40 if they displayed a perfect record of MEMS cap openings over 12 weeks. One participant achieved this perfect record, and the mean earning for the voucher group was $378.47 (31% of possible earnings).

3.2.2. Health indices. No significant effects for condition or change over time were seen in the three measures of health: HIV-1 RNA levels, CD4 lymphocyte count, SF-36 Physical Component summary scale, or for weight at the end of the study.

3.2.3. Drug use. Similarly, no significant differences between groups were found in the results of the urine toxicology screens for opiate or cocaine use, with anywhere from 32% to 47% of
participants testing positive for opiates and 47% to 63% testing positive for cocaine at any one of the six assessment points where urine samples were tested.

3.3. Secondary analyses

3.3.1. Side effects. No significant differences were observed for the summary side effects measure. On examination of the residuals from the statistical model, one participant had markedly greater residual values than the others. After confirming that the entered data matched the original instrument (consistently high side effects were reported at all assessments), we re-estimated the model for this variable without that case. The p-value for the effect measuring change over time went from \( p = .06 \) to \( p = .02 \) indicating a significant decrease in reported side effects for both conditions. The most commonly reported side effects by participants were: fatigue/loss of energy (60%), pain, numbness, tingling (52%), muscle/joint aches (50%), fever, chills, sweat (49%), bloating/gas (48%), and loss of appetite (47%). The other two effects of treatment condition and the interaction in the model remained non-significant.

3.3.2. Correlations. Viral load was significantly associated with the percentage of medication-cap openings at Week 4 (\( r = -0.27, p = .03 \)), Week 8 (\( r = -0.43, p = .0006 \)) and Week 20 (\( r = -0.37, p = .005 \)). At Week 16 the correlation was negative (\( r = -0.26 \)) but not statistically significant (\( p = .0518 \)). The negative sign indicates that the greater the level of MEMS adherence, the lower the viral load. No statistically significant similar relationships were found with the CD4 count or the SF-36 Physical Health summary scale.

4. Discussion

This study assessed whether participation in voucher reinforcement was associated with improved HIV medication adherence in methadone maintenance patients. Relative to the comparison group, participants randomly assigned to receive voucher reinforcement showed better medication adherence, measured by MEMS cap, pill count, and self-report. Differences
faded after the voucher contingencies were removed. Viral load was significantly and negatively associated with the percentage of on-time MEMS cap openings, reflecting a positive/desired change in viral load associated with medication adherence, although relative improvement did not appear in biological and behavioral outcome measures of health. The results provide preliminary support for the development of voucher reinforcement as a strategy to improve medication adherence among HIV-positive methadone maintenance patients. Voucher reinforcement was associated with a difference in opening of medication caps from 56% to 78%. Thus this study builds upon randomized trials of voucher reinforcement aimed at decreasing drug use (Jones et al., 2001; Silverman et al., 1996a; Silverman et al., 1996b; Silverman et al., 2004) as well as the application of behavioral approaches to improve adherence to HIV medication regimens (Rigsby et al., 2000). Specifically, this study extends these findings, indicating that voucher reinforcement can be applied successfully to reinforcing adherence to medications in HIV-positive methadone maintenance patients and providing a clinical trial in addition to Rigsby et al. (2000) indicating the utility of contingency management in promoting adherence to HAART medications.

In the present study the adherence differences faded after the voucher contingencies were removed. In short, the voucher intervention did not build long-lasting adherence habits that endured without reinforcement, and the results may speak to the desirability of a longer intervention. Recently Silverman et al. (2004) demonstrated that reinforcing contingencies can retain their effectiveness over periods as long as a year if continuously applied. The contingencies used in the present study may have greater effectiveness in a longer trial and more opportunity to improve participants' health. Furthermore, this kind of intervention could be applied to address medication adherence issues among patients with diseases such as tuberculosis or hepatitis C, which involve time-limited medication regimens.
The improvements in medication adherence were not sufficient to produce changes in health. The lack of differences may reflect a limitation of the intervention, in that improved adherence was still not at the 95% level that may be necessary for the medications to suppress viral load and raise CD4 counts. Also, the intervention phase lasted only 12 weeks, the sample size of the trial was relatively small, and a larger, multi-site trial might uncover significant differences in measures of health.

Urine drug screens to detect use of opiates or cocaine also indicated no differences between intervention conditions. This result is not surprising, since the voucher incentives reinforced medication cap openings rather than abstinence from illicit drugs. Future research could devise more complex reinforcement schedules to address both medication-taking and drug use.

The study has several limitations. First, rigorous initial exclusion criteria may limit the generalizability of the results. Second, after the baseline period, 8 participants were excluded due to high adherence. The debriefing of these participants included an explanation that they were excluded because of high medication adherence. We had no indication that under-reporting of adherence or deliberate non-adherence actually occurred so that patients could be eligible for the clinical trial phase of the study. Because the study involved only HIV-positive patients, it is our impression that patients did not talk about the study among each other the way they might in other types of clinical trials because they did not want other patients to know their HIV status. Nonetheless, this is a possible source of contamination, in that other clinic participants might have understood that to stay in the trial they would need to show poor adherence during baseline. Third, we note that use of the MEMS cap was necessary to reinforce medication cap opening but was awkward for many patients, who preferred use of pill boxes or "medisets" that put their medications in compartments to be taken at times indicated. As noted by Samet et al. (2001), a computerized mediset would be a useful addition to the adherence-measurement armamentarium.
Further, the study did not observe actual medication-taking, but rather measured the opening of medication bottles.

For practitioners considering applications of this work, perhaps more flexible procedures could be instituted. In particular, 36 potential participants were screened out because they had not been on antiretroviral medications for a month before the trial began. In fact, patients new to HIV medications may be ideal for mounting clinical adherence interventions. The addition of a fishbowl lottery procedure to promote retention in the comparison condition may have attenuated differences between the voucher and comparison interventions, and in future work the procedure might be used with voucher participants as well. It would also be useful to align the measurement of side effects to capture more of the time period under study, perhaps by asking about side effects twice weekly rather than capturing only a three-day window before a weekly interview.

The level of the reinforcement was guided by what had been accomplished in the work of studies that were reinforcing abstinence from substance use rather than medication adherence. In the present study the number of consecutive events needed to reinstate pre-reset reinforcement levels was much higher than in the studies on which we based the reinforcement procedures, which may have limited the efficacy of the intervention in the present study. Future research would benefit by testing reinforcement ratios, procedures, and sizes that are designed specifically for medication adherence.

We also note that there are broader solutions to non-adherence, such as educating patients about treatment, working with patients to improve practical life supports, treating co-occurring psychiatric disorders that prevent optimal adherence to medications, and simplifying medication regimens (see Gathe, 2003).
This study successfully applied the voucher reinforcement approach to adherence to medications for HIV/AIDS. Voucher participants improved their adherence relative to a medication-coaching comparison group. The intervention had limited efficacy in that it did not improve physical health of participants. Future studies may explore a longer-term and more comprehensive intervention, higher cash values for vouchers, and larger sample sizes. There were clear limitations that include a 12-week intervention period (HIV medications are taken for much longer) and focusing on adherence to a single HIV medication (while HIV/AIDS characteristically requires multiple medications). It is possible that adherence levels could be improved to the levels needed to show improvement on immunologic and virologic markers if vouchers had higher reinforcement values or better delivery systems. The authors note, however, that methadone patients with HIV/AIDS have significant psychosocial problems that clearly interfere with adhering to medications, including psychiatric difficulties and homelessness, so contingency management procedures will need to be combined with additional services to have a lasting effect on management of HIV/AIDS. This initial trial of voucher-based contingency management demonstrates the clear positive impact of this intervention, demonstrating proof of concept.
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Table 1. Participant Characteristics by Group Assignment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>% Voucher (n = 34)</th>
<th>% Comparison (n = 32)</th>
<th>% Total Sample (N = 66)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transgender&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African-American</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latino</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other/Mixed</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual orientation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterosexual</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homosexual</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bisexual</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital status - Married</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education - high school or less</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed (full or part-time)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yearly income &lt; $10,000</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unstable living situation&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opiate (positive urine screen)</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocaine (positive urine screen)</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>44.0 (7.84)</td>
<td>42.6 (7.29)</td>
<td>43.3 (7.55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>157.8 (30.27)</td>
<td>176.1 (41.36)</td>
<td>166.5 (37.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methadone dose (mg.)</td>
<td>85.4 (30.7)</td>
<td>73.3 (34.14)</td>
<td>79.8 (32.62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASI Medical Composite</td>
<td>0.55 (0.32)</td>
<td>0.56 (0.308)</td>
<td>0.55 (0.312)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Includes aggregates from another study.

<sup>b</sup> Indicates individuals with no fixed address.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Mean 1</th>
<th>SD 1</th>
<th>Mean 2</th>
<th>SD 2</th>
<th>Mean 3</th>
<th>SD 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASI Drug Composite</td>
<td>0.21 (0.11)</td>
<td>0.21 (0.105)</td>
<td>0.21 (0.107)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASI Psychiatric Composite</td>
<td>0.45 (0.287)</td>
<td>0.42 (0.271)</td>
<td>0.44 (0.277)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASI Employment Composite</td>
<td>0.83 (0.244)</td>
<td>0.92 (0.148)</td>
<td>0.87 (0.207)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASI Alcohol Use Composite</td>
<td>0.09 (0.199)</td>
<td>0.04 (0.104)</td>
<td>0.07 (0.161)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASI Legal Status Composite</td>
<td>0.07 (0.143)</td>
<td>0.06 (0.128)</td>
<td>0.06 (0.135)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASI Family/Social Relations</td>
<td>0.10 (0.18)</td>
<td>0.21 (0.219)</td>
<td>0.15 (0.206)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beck Depression Inventory</td>
<td>21.6 (12.54)</td>
<td>17.8 (8.99)</td>
<td>19.7 (11.05)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF-36 Physical Health Summary</td>
<td>24.6 (1.2)</td>
<td>24.3 (1.51)</td>
<td>24.5 (1.36)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF-36 Mental Health Summary</td>
<td>22.1 (1.88)</td>
<td>23.0 (1.93)</td>
<td>22.5 (1.94)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma HIV-1 RNA [copies]</td>
<td>4209.9 (13416.05)</td>
<td>22325.4 (90107.33)</td>
<td>12984.6 (63569.14)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log Plasma HIV-1 RNA [copies]</td>
<td>3.5 (3.81)</td>
<td>4.31 (4.54)</td>
<td>3.9 (4.2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD4+ (cells/UL)</td>
<td>301.71 (197.51)</td>
<td>298.8 (230.35)</td>
<td>300.3 (211.81)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of HAART pills taken</td>
<td>5.0 (4.02)</td>
<td>4.0 (3.52)</td>
<td>4.6 (3.83)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Male-to-female

Self-reported as homeless or living in room/hotel/motel
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study Phase</th>
<th>Baseline Phase (Weeks 0-4)</th>
<th>Intervention Phase (Weeks 5-16)</th>
<th>Follow-up Phase (Weeks 17-20)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Voucher</td>
<td>Comparison</td>
<td>Voucher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEMS On-time Openings (% adherence, SD)</td>
<td>50.1 (17.21)</td>
<td>51.9 (19.99)</td>
<td>77.6 (17.49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEMS Longest Days Continuous On-time Openings (M, SD)</td>
<td>3.6 (3.25)</td>
<td>4.4 (2.68)</td>
<td>21.1 (16.74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pill count (% adherence, SD)</td>
<td>70.5 (20.92)</td>
<td>79.1 (1879)</td>
<td>85.9 (11.42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Report (% adherence, SD)</td>
<td>75.0 (22.40)</td>
<td>75.9 (24.97)</td>
<td>87.3 (13.98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plasma HIV-1 RNA (copies) (M, [Median])</td>
<td>8885.0 [57]</td>
<td>21063.3 [0]</td>
<td>6880.4 [0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD4+ (cells/UL) (M, SD)</td>
<td>301.7 (197.51)</td>
<td>298.8 (330.35)</td>
<td>302.4 (194.29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF-36 Physical Health (M, SD)</td>
<td>36.1 (9.46)</td>
<td>35.6 (11.02)</td>
<td>39.7 (8.69)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opioid (% positive)</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocaine (% positive)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Medication Adherence: Weekly On-Time Medication-Cap Openings

Figure 2. Medication Adherence: Pill Counts

Figure 3. Medication Adherence: Self-Reported Adherence

Figure 4. Medication Adherence: Longest Days of Continuous Medication-Cap Openings by Phase